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June 6, 2006 
 

 
 
 I.  PRELIMINARY
 

President Matt Cook called the June 6, 2006, meeting to order at 6:32 p.m. 
 
Roll Call 
 

The following members were present: 
 
Jane Barber, director 
Jeanette Carmany, vice president 
Matthew Cook, president 
Edward Lord, director 
Susan Tabacheck, secretary 
 

The following members were absent: 
 
Debbie Barton, director 
Judith Edberg, treasurer 
 

Also meeting with the board of education were:
 

Robert D. Adams, superintendent of schools 
Anthony W. Sturges, assistant superintendent of support services 
Anthony Van Gytenbeek, assistant superintendent of human resources 
Deborah L. Backus, assistant superintendent of instructional services 
Rodney Weeks, chief financial officer of business services 
Susan B. McKay, assistant, board of education 

 
Pledge of Allegiance 
 

Cook led the board and audience in the pledge to the flag and welcomed visitors.  
 
Approval of Agenda 
 

The agenda was approved as written. Cook announced that contract negotiations with the 
new superintendent continue. The board hopes to reach agreement later this week, and 
formally appoint the new superintendent at a special board meeting Friday, June 9, 2006. 
  

 
Approval of Minutes 
 

The minutes of the regular meeting of the board of education held May 16, 2006, were 
approved as written. 

 
 II. INFORMATION ITEMS 
 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
 
Items of Current Interest 

 
Maintenance staff members Luis Arroyo, Fred Hesser and Tim Stanford earned the APS 
Humanitarian Award for their brave efforts helping others in need. When two cars 
containing Montbello High School students crashed outside of their office, they provided 
help until professional assistance arrived. Their knowledge of the accident also helped the 
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fire and police departments respond appropriately. Sadly, one of the students suffered fatal 
injuries.   

              
June 6, 2006 

 
 
 
 
 

The city of Aurora is currently working with the families involved to develop a small 
memorial in front of the maintenance and operations building, located on Airport Blvd.  The 
APS Board of Education honored these three heroes for their courage and willingness to 
help. 
 
The board of education recognized Georgia Durán and Rebecca Herbst for earning the 2006 
National School Public Relations' Golden Achievement Award. The National School Public 
Relations Association honored the project as an exemplary public relations effort. The 
communications team earned the award for the West Middle School Bond Project and Oral 
History Video. The video gained support for a controversial bond-funded construction 
proposal and built community relations through a student oral history project.  
 
When students learned they would lose a portion of the historic part of their school to the 
much-needed remodel, they decided to preserve a part of that history. Students interviewed 
former APS students and teachers for a documentary on the history of William Smith. The 
communication team captured those memories on video.  
 
Adams thanked APS staff and the American Red Cross for their humanitarian efforts 
offering our facilities as temporary shelter to community members displaced from their 
apartments after a fire. Adams offered a special thanks to José Paz who gave many hours 
assisting in oral interpretation for those not speaking English. 
 

Policy IMDB, Flag Display 
 

Policy IMDB, Flag Display, is proposed to be amended to include a section on personal 
display of the flag in order to comply with a new state statute C.R.S. 22-32-109(1)(ii). This  
will return for action June 20, 2006.  

 
CP Charter School 
 

The board of education conditionally approved the charter school application of CP Charter 
School this spring.  The school was to open fall 2006 but has now informed us that they will 
not open until fall 2007.  The superintendent will adjust the time lines contained in the 
original resolution of approval, which relate to various tasks that must be accomplished by 
specified dates.  We will adjust the opening day to 2007 and other dates will be adjusted 
accordingly. Lord asked Weeks in regard to the budget, how much this delay raises the cost 
to the district. Weeks acknowledged there would be an increase and could get back to the 
board with this information. Lord said the board should be able to say if they do not want 
this charter now. Adams explained that since we have entered into an agreement with CP 
Charter School, the board of education would have to bring the item back to the table to do 
this. 
 

Policy JEB, Entrance Age Requirements 
 

The board of education is asked to review Policy JEB, Entrance Age Requirements. The 
policy has been amended to keep APS current with state law, specifically first-grade age 
requirements.  
 
Adams explained that legislature changed the date and age a student may enter kindergarten 
and first grade. This is an economic issue, not an educational issue. Tabacheck said her 
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concern is when a student transfers from another district having attended kindergarten there 
for a period of months and moves to our district, why can’t we allow them entrance. 

              
 

June 6, 2006 
 
 
 

Adams said you could allow that student entrance but due to state law, the district would not 
get funding for that student in kindergarten or when they enter first grade. Adams added that 
for districts such as Aurora, this law flies in the face of all we know in keeping kids up to 
grade level. Lord asked if those students Tabacheck mentioned could enroll in an early-
education program. Backus clarified they would have to qualify for the preschool program, 
socio-economically. Coordinator of Organizational Support Dea Kreisman added that 
preschool is also part of this law and has an age restriction of three- to four-year-olds for 
preschool students as part of this policy. Tabacheck suggested since APS has a preschool 
under our system, it should be included in this policy. Adams clarified that preschool, as 
offered by APS, is based on socio-economic and academic need to qualify. 
 
Cook requested more information on the state statute and actual number of students we have 
that it would currently affect before returning for action June 20, 2006. Adams said this 
information would be provided to board members prior to the June 20 meeting in order for 
the policy to return with as little revision as possible.  
 
Tabacheck said she wondered how many parents moving into Aurora are aware of this law. 
It was agreed that this is a public relations issue that needs to be out to our community. 
Kreisman said the October date is all that changed on kindergarten and for first grade, we 
amended it to reflect the Oct. 1 date.  

 
District Accountability Advisory Committee Recommendation for 2006-07 Budget 

 
The DAAC reviewed the proposed 2006-07 budget on May 25, 2006. They are 
recommending the board of education approve the proposed 2006-07 school-year budget 
with the following recommendation:  the board of education consider additional funding for 
performing arts programs.  
 
DAAC Chair-Elect Peter Cukale recognized DAAC members present in the audience. He 
explained that on May 25, 2006, DAAC had the opportunity to review the budget as 
presented to the board of education this evening. He commended Weeks and Budget 
Manager Martha Baldwin for an exceptional job answering all DAAC’s questions. 
 

DIVISION OF HUMAN RESOURCES
 

No Items  
 

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES 
 
Textbook and Instructional Materials Adoption 
 

The list of proposed textbooks and instructional materials for adoption was presented to the 
board of education as information. These are on display for two weeks at Highline Building 
A. This item will return for action June 20, 2006.  

 
DIVISION OF SUPPORT SERVICES 
 
Growth/Planning in the E-470 Corridor 
 

Director of Construction Management and Support Jim Bittle provided the board of education 
information relative to planning for growth in the E-470 corridor and their division’s short- 
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and long-term planning for this corridor. Planning Coordinator Joshua Hensley shared a map 
of the area showing the proposed developments.  

 
              

June 6, 2006 
 
 
 
 

 
Bittle said they have worked closely with the E-470 group now for three months. The group 
consists of developers, planners, architects and city representatives interested in how schools 
are being planned for in this corridor. Bittle gave an overview of the type of issues developers 
are interested in, giving the board an opportunity to see what services we provide to them. He 
will cover six topics: land dedication requirements; new school costs, new school needs; 
district financial resource; competing needs, and other topics of interest. The city ordinance 
was passed in 2002, so APS has had four years to work with it. Since that time, there has been 
lots of developer activity. Bittle explained that there are no official state standards for school 
site size, although many states do have these standards. The Council of Educational Facilities 
Planners recommends a minimum of 0.0175 acres per child in an elementary school with 
student enrollment of 644; 0.025 acres per child in a middle school with student enrollment of 
1000, and 0.032 acres per child in a high school with student enrollment of 1800. Bittle noted 
there are requirements other than acreage. One is that we ask for all school sites to be at the 
intersection of two streets. We have come up with prototype sites for our K-8 models. Our 
dedication requirement is 14 acres. The key features we try to provide at each site are: a 
dedicated drop-off lane in front of the school; a drop-off lane for busses located on a separate 
street; ample visitor parking; a delivery lane to the kitchen on a separate side of the school 
from the entrance and the play fields. Bittle explained the reasoning for a delivery lane to the 
kitchen is because in some of our older schools in the northwest, delivery trucks have had to 
drive over playgrounds to get to the kitchens. In addition, every site has designated location 
for future mobiles. Bittle noted that K-8 schools have more extensive athletic programs, so 
there is a need for more space to have play pads and basketball courts. This shows the 
developers why we need the land we ask for and that 14 acres isn’t excessive for this type of 
school. Murphy Creek K-8 was built on 10 acres we own and adjacent to a park. Aurora 
Frontier K-8 was built on a site we originally had planned as an elementary school. Our new 
sites will be larger.  
 
In considering the next bond issue, the district needs to think about what we can afford to 
spend, what we need to spend and how many new schools are needed. Bittle said we look to 
Weeks when considering funding availability. New school costs consider technical 
specification and school building design. The APS small K-8 prototype reflects 688 students; 
111 square feet for each student and 76,400 gross square feet. Construction costs for 2010 are 
an estimated $13 million; 21 percent non-construction costs and an estimated 7 percent 
savings on repeat construction. Within the small K-8 prototype are three small communities 
with a middle school-size gymnasium; short internal walk distances; special education suite, 
and a large, centrally located media center. Soft costs of 21 percent per student housed, is 
$24,000 per student. High schools have more square footage and are approximately $133,000 
per high school student. An average cost of building a new high school is $59.4 million.  
 
To determine our new school needs and how many schools we need five to six years out, we 
look at yield ratios that are currently part of the city of Aurora ordinance. To come up with 
land dedication requirements, we try to determine how many students each new home will 
yield. Our largest yield is from single family homes.  
 
Bittle said our student yield in the area will come from 22 developments with our two largest 
being Green Valley Ranch and Eastern Hills. These two areas on their own will generate 
multiple K-8s and a high school. In the future, south of the district is the Lowry bombing 
range property that will be comparable to the size of these two areas.  
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The bottom line is a total yield for all dwelling units of 48,129 at 0.53 students per unit, and 
an average cost per student housed of $26,500. This adds up to $676 million worth of new 
schools.  

              
June 6, 2006 

 
 
 
 
 
Bittle addressed enrollment growth predictions: variables; yield ratios; start of construction 
dates; build-out durations and build-out densities. A large development may build out for 30 
years. Using this information, Hensley came up with data through 2013. We can predict 9,261 
new students by 2013; more realistic would be 6,527 but either number is significant growth. 
 
Based on these projections, we look at how many new schools are needed. By 2013 we would 
need five additional K-8 schools. Bittle explained if we were to exceed the low-end 
projection, we would need to go for another bond sooner than the five-year period. Another 
option Bittle shared would be to take the new K-8 schools to a year-round schedule. Capacity 
for a new high school would be 2,464 students maximum and 1720 students minimum. Our 
best estimate through 2013 would be one new high school and five K-8 schools.  
 
Funding ability:  In the 1995 and 2002 bonds, 62-70 percent of the dollars went to repair and 
remodel existing buildings. With the last bond monies, we took care of our high-priority 
needs. Bittle noted this is the last time our district will see these numbers and new bonds will 
go to new schools. A low-end figure would be $200 million for the 2008 ballot, then a 
potential for another bond 2009-2013. 
 
Competing needs and existing buildings: Bittle noted the district recently awarded a contract 
to a consultant that will give us a re-evaluation of our district that will be completed in the 
fall. This is the contracted portion with other activities being planned for our staff over the 
year. Projection of our current needs is $195 million.  
 
The next high school, likely to open August 2011, would be located on 100 acres of district-
owned property located at 6th Avenue and Harvest Mile Road.  
 
Bittle referred to the Hinkley High School remodel and noted from the facilities end, they 
tried to turn the school into a building that could be used traditionally, or operated in small 
learning communities. Some features our architect worked in are that each area has its own 
cafeteria /commons. There is a separate reception area for each school community, and there 
was an effort to define an entrance to each community the way the building was laid out. 
There is space for a separate dean’s office and counseling, and a separate staff meeting room. 
We would be trying to do something similar and using the flexibility of this model when 
building our new high school. Bittle added that this would be easier when building a new 
building rather than fixing what exists such as Hinkley. 
 
The 100-acre site at 6th Avenue and Harvest Mile Road is centrally located for the eastern 
corridor. It is a larger area than we need for a high school, and would accommodate a high 
school, larger K-8 schools and possibly a new stadium. Bittle said developers are interested in 
joint use between the school buildings and the city of Aurora; this site would be a good 
candidate for that. The city of Aurora would like to locate a large recreation center on our site 
where we could share similar things such as the pool. 
 
Hensley clarified cash-in-lieu-of-land dedication for Tabacheck. He noted at the discretion of 
the school district, cash-in-lieu-of- land may be required. The land value is subject to annual 
adjustments to keep pace with the real estate market. Payment of cash-in-lieu shall be at the 
time of plat approval.  This is the last part of the process before they issue building permits. 
Hensley added that all land sales must go through the board of education. Cook explained that 
cash-in-lieu is for smaller developments or places that do not have an area large enough for a 
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school building. Hensley added that we need a minimum size for a school and it is not always 
feasible to accept a school site that is not large enough; we then accept cash-in-lieu-of –land.  

 
              

June 6, 2006 
 

 
 
 
Sturges added the district must be strategic where we place our schools. Cook asked about 
Eastern Hills and any plans for retirement places there. Hensley said currently, most are all 
single family traditional neighborhoods. Wendler Homes by the airport will be two-thirds 
active adult community by Dell West.  
 
Tabacheck asked when we sell land if the money goes to the developer. Hensley said 
although the district hasn’t sold land in 10 years, it would go to the district as the land owner. 
Cook said it is an exchange; ordinance sets forth a dedication. Hensley added that we have a 
projection of yield. You are required to donate to the city; the district can accept property for 
that dedicated land or cash-in-lieu. Bittle clarified with cash-in-lieu, there is never a piece of 
land we could hold on to and sell later. Developers plan their developments without a school; 
we get the rest as cash. There isn’t any land, we are taking cash instead.  
 
Sturges said the Lowry bombing range is state-owned land owned by the Land Trust Board, 
which raise money for education. It is six acres east of the landfill, north of Quincy, and 
would be a residential area with approximately 12,000 homes. This is only in planning stages, 
but we are following it and working with the people taking care of that. Cook clarified, it is 
higher education, as far as the money they raise. Sturges said our first objective is to put 
together a committee to determine what the high schools of our future will look like.               
    

DIVISION OF FINANCE 
 
2006-07 Adopted Budget 
 

The board of education was provided with the most current financial information related to 
the budget development process to date and what will be included in the 2006-07 budget for 
adoption on June 20, 2006. Budget Manager Martha Baldwin and Budget and Finance 
Technician Donna Hungerford are responsible for this 450-page document. Weeks noted the 
cover was prepared by Supervisor of Print Services Brenda Darveau and Graphic Designer 
Derrin Pigg. It is a reflection that there is no other commodity more precious than our 
children. Weeks noted the district has aligned resources to give students every chance there is 
to be successful.  
 
Weeks said the appropriations will be brought forward for approval at the meeting June 20, 
2006. With the closure of negotiations, staffing and legislation, the net effect in the General 
Fund is a decrease of $834,631. In the General Fund there was a 3.5 percent general salary 
increase applied; an additional 30 minute duty day for licensed staff; performance pay 
increases for administrators and professional/technical staff, in contingency; reduced salaries 
and benefits through new hires at entry-level positions replacing retirees; teacher equivalency 
adjustments throughout the schools; the information technology budget was increased for the 
new student system called Infinite Campus; and accounting change moving subsidies to an 
allocation on revenue page.  
 
CP of Colorado Charter School will now be opening fall of 2007, reflecting a nearly one 
million dollar decrease. The Colorado Preschool Program reflects a small change as we 
applied for 300 additional slots and were approved for 188. Weeks explained that 2,000 slots 
were available statewide, and APS was awarded 188 of these. This is allocated by the 
Colorado Department of Education. 
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Weeks said this will return June 20, 2006, as a resolution, will return for reconsideration in 
September and readoption Oct. 15, 2006. 

 
             

June 6, 2006 
 
 
 

 
Weeks recognized that there may board members absent at the June 20 meeting and requested 
the board vote this evening to suspend their rule for the 7-0 vote on this resolution this 
evening.  
 
Lord moved, seconded by Cook to waive the rule requiring a 7-0 vote for a resolution to pass 
on first reading with respect to this item.                                                                       #7313 
 

Roll Call: Ayes:  Barber, Carmany, Cook, Lord, Tabacheck 
 
  Noes:  None 

 
Tabacheck inquired about DAAC’s recommendation on the fine arts programs. Weeks said 
we would have to look at how it is allocated, and this could be included in the fall readoption 
.  
 

III. CONSENT AGENDA -ACTION ITEMS
 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
 

 No Items 
 
DIVISION OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

 
Personnel Items 
 

Van Gytenbeek recognized the retirements of Kim Yen Tran, 22 years; Robert Haenselman, 6 
years and Sarah Rovner, 20 years of service with the district. He then recommended the board 
approve the personnel items as presented.  

 
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
 

No Items 
 

DIVISION OF SUPPORT SERVICES  
 

No Items 
 
DIVISION OF FINANCE 
 
  No Items 

 
The consent agenda passed unanimously            
 
 
 IV. ACTION ITEMS 
 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
 

No Items 
 

DIVISION OF HUMAN RESOURCES
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No Items 
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DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES 
 
 No Items 

 
DIVISION OF SUPPORT SERVICES 
 

  No Items 
 
DIVISION OF FINANCE 
 

No Items  
V. CONCLUDING ITEMS 

 
Opportunity for Audience 
 

Arkansas Elementary School Principal Carol McBride, 12007 E. Amherst Pl., Aurora, 303-
745-3320., introduced Quan Reeder who just finished fifth grade at Arkansas. McBride said 
Quan’s is a story of celebration she would like to share with the board of education. Quan 
moved to APS this year and entered Arkansas in fifth grade where he began to struggle with 
number work. Quan’s teacher knew how to use assessment wisely and efficiently in order to 
make learning happen. She kept her eye on the standards and took careful note of what Quan 
could do. She then translated the standards into reasonable goals for Quan and explained them 
to him in a way he could understand. Quan’s teacher helped him understand what success 
looks like and found time to give him feedback that made sense to Quan. As he learned, the 
teacher helped him keep track of his progress, acknowledging his accomplishments. By the 
end of the school year, Quan had raised his performance level in the area of number sense 
from first grade to fifth grade! McBride recognized that his story exemplifies the success in 
achievement that results from a combination of personal determination, support at home and a 
skillful teacher. McBride then introduced Quan’s family present in the audience: mother 
Annette Reeder and sibling Quarmarius Reeder. It was noted Quan has a first-grade brother 
Quarie Reeder who could not be here this evening.  
 
Fletcher Elementary School Principal Lisa Nieto, 2260 Leyden St., 303-388-1911, said she 
appreciated the opportunity to express to the board of education that APS principals believe in 
job-embedded and professional development. Nieto was trained as a teacher leader in Denver 
Public Schools. Nieto explained that there were pockets of excellence and her particular 
school understood resources and teacher needs. There was a coaching model in place and a 
budget for professional development.  However, she also experienced inconsistency in DPS, 
and chose to come to APS as she found the Aurora Achievement Initiative aligned with her 
own philosophy.  Nieto noted she is a model to learning to the staff in her building. She meets 
with her director Susan Olezene often. She practices as an administrator what worked for her 
in the classroom. Nieto said the experience of being a teacher leader and literacy coach has 
helped her gather evidence that students are learning. She thanked the Division of Instruction 
and recognized that teacher development is crucial for new teachers in APS. Nieto explained 
that Fletcher is impacted by second-language learners. She shared books and student 
examples and the important parts reading plays in our lives. Their teachers meet the needs of 
students through the support of ESL, math and literacy coaches, and mentors. Nieto noted 
they do make a difference in the lives of their students and look forward to working with the 
board and new superintendent. 
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Laredo Elementary School Principal Quinn O’Keefe, 21067 E. Dorado Cir., Centennial,   
303-766-3008, shared Laredo’s perspective. O’Keefe explained he is in a unique position as 
principal, having began at Laredo as a fifth-grade teacher. He explained that fifth grade is 
often used as a measuring tool. O’Keefe said since his first year in 1999 with one second 
language learner, Laredo now has 50 percent English Language Learners. They are also 
closing in on 70 percent on free and reduced lunch. This has presented challenges for the 
teaching staff. The positive is that even with these major changes, the fifth-grade team had a 
40 percent gain in their proficient and advanced scoring. O’Keefe recognized the heroes in his 
life as his father and Director of Student Achievement Susan Olezene, a former principal at 
Laredo. O’Keefe said he and Olezene’s core values were the same; that of hard work, 
collaboration and an ongoing need for professional development. He noted a time in his 
career around 1991 when he found the professional development to be dysfunctional. Onsite 
development was unfocused and district opportunities were hit and miss. In 2001, Olezene 
came in as principal and challenged O’Keefe to be coached in literacy. He recognized that is 
was hard for him to admit he had areas he could grow; however, what worked with her 
approach is that he was safe. Olezene knew O’Keefe wanted to become a better teacher. Since 
then he has leaned many lessons from her from a distance, having moved to Yale Elementary 
School and returning to Laredo. O’Keefe has been coached as a principal and Director of 
Student Achievement Rich Patterson also serves as a coach. O’Keefe noted through 
collaboration and the need for professional development, there is an excellent opportunity to 
model what he asks the teachers to do. At Laredo, O’Keefe said the teachers are still hard 
working as they know he has continued in Olezene’s tracks to help and support them. 
Teachers are like students noted O’Keefe, and they do not learn through osmosis; they need 
constant feedback. The staff at Laredo is dedicated, professional, and not freaked out by 
coaching because they know they are supported, reflected O’Keefe. Teachers rely on 
coaching as support. As principal he sets expectations then provides the support to meet those 
expectations. O’Keefe recognized Lord had visited Laredo and Tabacheck attended their pin 
ceremony. He invited others to come and see coaching in the classroom at Laredo, and to 
offer their feedback. O’Keefe concluded that Laredo’s staff stays positive as their focus is on 
the students.  
 
Lyn Knoll Elementary School Principal LuAnn Tallman, 626 S. Washington St., Denver,  
303-778-2313, echoed her fellow principals and said they are here because they want to share 
their excitement. This was Tallman’s first year as a principal and she explained she needed 
the support to do her job effectively. The Data Notebook given to all principals by Director of 
Research and Assessment Lisa Escárcega was dreaded by Tallman. Once Escárcega pulled 
her from the edge and explained the book to Tallman, she said she now considers it a gift. The 
data notebook shows her their strengths and weaknesses at Lyn Knoll. She recognized 
Escárcega as an amazing statistician and a great support. Tallman added she is now 
empowered by the notebook and true leaders empower. Tallman continued that we need 
district coaches and her director is Rich Patterson. Sharing the data notebook with teacher 
leaders, leadership team and teachers, they form a collaborative team. Tallman said her 
leadership is trusted in APS and she is making the best decisions for her students. She 
recognized all the support and collaborative spirit she has experienced in the district and 
thanked her fellow principals who were only a phone call away to encourage her.  
 

Next meeting date 
 

The next business meeting of the board of education will be held June 20, 2006, at 6:30 p.m. 
in the boardroom of the administration building, 1085 Peoria St. 
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Executive Session 
 

Cook moved, seconded by Tabacheck, that the board of education recess into executive 
session under the authority of C.R.S. §24-6-(402)(4) to discuss the current superintendent’s 
evaluation and contract.             #7314 
 

 
Roll Call: Ayes:  Barber, Carmany, Cook, Lord, Tabacheck 
 
  Noes:  None 

 
Adjournment 
 

Being no further business, the regular meeting of the board of education was adjourned at 
8:20 p.m. 
 
 
 

 ATTEST __________________________ 
Secretary 
 

 
 
  

 _________________________ 
President  
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